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Executive
Summary

Disney Music Group dates back to 1956 with the founding of Disneyland Records. 
The group has grown so much as a brand as well as helped families grow with the 
help of their music and artists. Disney Music Group has been around for 63 years 
and has impacted so many generations of families. The music within Disney Music 
Group goes back to 1937, which includes soundtracks from the Disney classics. 
Families have grown up with Disney’s music and movies and have chosen to raise 
their children the same way. Since the Disney Hits playlist has been around for a 
while, it has gained a following of over 2 million listeners on Spotify alone. The 
playlist’s listeners include kids, parents and Disney fanatics as a whole.

For the main theme of our campaign, our team deeply pondered what values and 
messages parents wanted to pass on to their current or future offsprings so that their 
children can grow up to be productive members of society. After listening to Disney 
Hits many times, we think that parents and their offsprings can learn those values 
through some of Disney’s most iconic movies and songs. Disney’s Frozen (2013) 
and Coco (2017) remind us the value of not giving up on our own family. Disney’s 
Up (2009) and Moana (2016) teach us that the adventure is in the journey and not 
the destination, so parents must let their children grow by allowing them to freely 
embark on their own adventures to create lifelong friendships that would become 
their second family. Disney’s Mulan (1998) and A Bug’s Life (1998) teach us to 
selflessly stand up not just for our own family but for others as well. Consequently, 
our campaign’s main themes and messages are from the aforesaid Disney movies, 
and most of them are featured in the Disney Hits playlist. 

The words “parenting” and “family” similarly contain three syllables, which means 
that they are somewhat vocally related, still they need each other to coherently exist. 
Therefore, our three-stage campaign will focus on the parenting values inspired 
by the Disney Hits playlist. The three stages of our campaign are “FA,” “MI,” and 
“LY.” Disney’s Frozen and Coco are in stage “FA,” Up and Moana are in stage 
“MI,” and Mulan and A Bug’s Life are in stage “LY.” 

Ultimately, the focus of our campaign is to use the Disney Hits playlist to build a 
happy and healthy family.
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Brand
Challenge

An important problem that Disney Hits faces within streaming services platforms is 
that platform users make their own playlists. Spotify, for example, has an estimate 
of about 207 million subscribers, including 96 million paid subscribers. The most 
popular playlist, “Today’s Top Hits,” within the platform has over 22 million 
followers, and the second most popular, “Rap Caviar,” has more than 11 million 
followers. Within Spotify alone, there are billions of “listener curated” playlists, 
and this shows that a majority of users prefer to make their own playlists rather than 
following one made from a brand. Throughout multiple music streaming platforms, 
there are many “Disney themed” playlists made by listeners, which becomes a 
problem for Disney because they must find a way to bring those users to Disney’s 
own playlist. 

A major problem within the streaming industry is “stream ripping.” Piracy has 
been a continuous problem when it comes to the music industry and it finally hit 
streaming platforms in 2016. Although there have been lawsuits against major 
stream ripping sites, there are too many out there to stop it altogether. The streaming 
industry has also had problems with artists pulling their albums from the platforms 
because they feel that they do not receive proper compensation or royalties for their 
music. Another issue that the industry faces is fraud within users. When streaming 
platforms introduced family plans, users began to “cheat the system.” Streaming 
services are having trouble cracking down on users who are benefitting from 
streaming but are not paying for the service.
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Situational
Analysis

Strengths: 
01. There are many divisions: Hollywood Records, Walt Disney Records,
Disney Music Publishing, Disney Concerts
02. Streaming music is now the dominant way of listening to music 
03. Playlists are becoming brands, such as Disney Hits
04. Freedom due to being solely created
05. Statistical analytics on streaming platforms 
06. Disney is a brand of family and power
07. Disney Hits exists on all major platforms 

Weaknesses:
01. A lot of clutter regarding the amount of playlists Disney Music makes 
available to listeners 
02. There is little diversification within the Disney Hits playlist 
03. Many people do not know that the Disney Hits playlist exists

Opportunities:
01. More of a presence on all social media platforms
02. Music that will appeal to a wider variety of listeners
03. Cover more genres to appeal to a greater audience
04. Put more advertising attention on the middle of the country 
05. International expansion so that everyone knows about the Disney Hits playlist 

Threats:
01. Ease of entry by random users, because many Disney playlists that are not 
owned by Disney
02. Different modes of listening to music other than streaming 
03. There are a lot of stream rippers that are taking money out of pocket 
04. Preferences of customers are always changing and evolving
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Competitive
Analysis

Direct Competitors:
1. Spotify Playlists: This is Disney 
This playlist is followed by over a million people and is the second playlist that comes up 
on Spotify when you search the keyword “Disney.” The playlist consists of 50 songs from 
the most popular Disney soundtracks. On the cover of this playlist you can find a picture of 
the most recent Disney movie.

2. Apple Music Playlists
When you search for Disney on Apple Music, you will find that you get directed to the 
Disney Radio. This radio station has the advantage of being the first source of Disney music 
to come up and provides a wide variety of Disney music from popular soundtracks.

3. Playlists created by Steaming Users
Users have the ability to create playlists throughout streaming platforms. These playlists 
directly compete with Disney Hits because they have similar music and they are often 
created by fans and are popular among Disney fans. 

Indirect Competitors: 
1. Vinyl Records:
An indirect competitor of the Disney Hits playlist are vinyl records. Vinyl record sales have 
steadily risen over the past few years. Total sales of vinyl records in 2018 alone account for 
4% of the music industry sales. 

2. CD Sales:
CD sales in the music industry have fallen in the past years. Nonetheless, CD sales still hold 
a 7% share of music sales and still indirectly compete with the Disney Hits playlist.
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Primary Markets:
01. Moms from 25 to 54: 
+ Over 75% of women in this age group are mothers 
+ Over 70% are in the working-class
+ The majority are in the middle-class with earnings around $40,000
+ Most of them have a college education or higher
+ Women average 3 to 4 visits to shopping centers every month spending roughly an hour 
and a half each visit
+ Compared to men, women are in general spending more money at shopping centers, and 
moms are spending even more to support their families

02. Kids/Tweens 3 to 13 (Gen Z and Gen Alpha):
+ There are over 50 million boys and girls
+ Children that are in preschool to middle school
+ Children are forced to accompany parents to shopping centers, however they enjoy 
entering the “fun” stores
+ Nowadays children are already in possession of either their own handheld device or their 
parents let them use theirs
+ For the most part children join their parents for family getaways but parents travel more 
on business

Secondary Market:
01. Disney Fans/Enthusiasts:
+ Millennials contribute to around 30% of the current U.S. population
+ 45% of women that are over 18 years old are unmarried
+ There are over a million Disneyland passholders
+ Women are the primary participants in races
+ Middle-class participants are the majority of runners
+ Most live near Disney Parks or Disney attractions
+ Many of them own many pieces of Disney collectibles or products in general

Target
Market
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Marketing Objectives: 
01. Make Disney Hits a household brand that reminds people the fundamental values of a 
family
02. Reinforce that Disney Hits is “The Happiest Playlist on Earth” through the advertising 
campaign
03. Inform consumers how easy it is to access Disney Hits on multiple streaming platforms 
by voice and through QR Codes with the PR stunts
04. Remind parents that Disney Hits is a fun, safe, and appropriate listening experience 
with the PR stunts
05. Increase revenue through time spent listening and engaging with the Disney Hits 
playlist through partnerships
06. Increase social media presence and brand equity of Disney Hits and selected partners

Measurable Objectives and KPIs:
01. Increase subscribers to the Disney Hits playlist on Spotify by 15%
02. Increase subscribers to other Disney playlists by 3%
03. Increase the amount of time spent listening to playlist across different platforms 
(Spotify, Apple Music, Amazon Unlimited, Pandora, etc.) by 20%
04. Increase revenue stream from the Disney Hits playlist by 20%
05. Increase social media following and engagement rate by 4%

Marketing Objectives 
and KPIs
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Stage FA’s Theme: Frozen (2013) + Coco (2017)
You should never give up on your own family.

Partnership:
It is very easy for children to get lost in a huge place when parents forget 
their parenting responsibilities while they are enjoying their time at 
Disney Springs, which has over 5,000,000 square feet of shopping area; 
hence, Disney Frozen and Coco’s message reminds parents and kids not 
to give up hope on finding each other when they are lost in a seemingly 
boundless space.

Amazon is widely known for its enormous marketplace of consumer 
goods, which could be accessed through Amazon Echo by voice. 
However, Google is leading the artificial intelligence race with its 
advanced products, so Amazon wants Alexa to catch up with Google’s 
A.I. by sounding and acting more human, which is something that 
Disney’s DCappella can help with vocally. 

Promotion:
Our first PR stunt will have a huge Amazon Echo mock up at Disney 
Springs in Florida, and the DCappella group would sit inside the Amazon 
Echo and vocally act as the A.I. assistant. Further, the DCappella 
members would respond to normal voice queries from customers, but 
they would constantly suggest customers to ask them to sing songs from 
the Disney Hits playlist.

Ultimately, the DCappella members would reveal themselves and 
surprise the unexpected customers, and Disney could deploy a production 
team on-site to capture happy reactions, which it can effectively use for 
as assets for social media contents to promote the playlist even further.
On top of that, customers would most likely generate user-generated 
content on social media when they see a huge Amazon Echo with perfect 
human voices and advanced musical abilities.

Partners and
Promotion: “FA”
Amazon Echo
DCappella
Disney Springs
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Stage MI’s Theme: Up (2008) & Moana (2016)
Through the freedom of exploration, you can create lifelong friendships that would eventually become your 
second family.

Partnership:
We typically see our colleagues more than our family, so to an airline’s aircrew, an airplane is like a second 
home to every crew member, which Disney’s Up perfectly captures. Allowing children to freely explore 
the world is fundamental in their growth, so an airport like JFK International Airport is where parents say 
farewell their children and allow them to journey on their own, which Disney’s Moana brilliantly illustrates 
this idea, because the sky is like the sea and the airplane is like a boat.

American Airlines offers free access to Apple Music through its complimentary in-flight wifi, so passengers 
could seamlessly stream Disney Hits when they are flying to their destinations.

Promotion:
Our second PR stunt would have inflatable helium balloon models of the Disney’s Up house and Moana’s 
Starlight Canoe, with Disney Hits QR codes at the bottom of the flying models, at JFK terminal 8. The 
models would float above people at a perfect height where they would not touch the airport’s ceiling and 
would not block the airport’s information display screens. Consequently, people would enthusiastically 
capture this flying PR stunt with their phones, therefore when the models float over people, they could 
intuitively point their phones at the QR codes at the bottom of the models, which would prompt them to 
open the Disney Hits playlist on Apple Music. 

On top of that, when passengers board American Airlines flights and connect to the in-flight complimentary 
wifi with their devices by going to aa.viasat.com, the Disney Hits playlist will welcome them along with 
other in-flight information to remind people about the playlist and potentially increase the listening time.

Partners and
Promotion: “MI”

Apple Music
American Airlines
JFK International Airport
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Partners and
Promotion: “LY”
Spotify
runDisney
St. Jude’s Children Research Hospital

Theme: Mulan (1998) and A Bug’s Life (1998)
You should selflessly care for and help other families in your community 
as well as other communities.

Partnership:
Disney’s Mulan and A Bug’s Life remind the viewers the priceless 
value of selflessly caring and helping others’ families. Similarily, the 
doctors and nurses at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital are diligently 
working to uphold this noble value everyday to support unwell children 
from families that are not their own.

runDisney is a race where people pay to run through Walt Disney’s parks 
and resorts, and each race has a theme, such as “Star Wars Rival Run 
Weekend.” Therefore, this event would be a great fundraising opportunity 
for St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital. People usually listen to music 
when they train for a race, so Spotify is a great platform that runners can 
freely access while they train for runDisney.

Promotion:
Our final promotional stage would host a two-day runDisney event at 
Disneyland Resort in Anaheim, which would donate 50% of the proceeds 
to St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital, and it would concurrently 
promote the Disney Hits playlist. Furthermore, we would do a regional 
advertising campaign to promote this event. Typically, runDisney 
recommends that runners train before they participate in the race through 
its free training programs. Hence, Disney could recommend the runners 
to train for the race with the Disney Hits playlist, and Disney could 
embed the QR codes that lead to the Disney Hits playlist on Spotify 
within the free training programs.

Besides of having the QR Codes embedded within the training programs, 
we would also print them onto the running bibs, which runners would 
wear during runDisney. Thus, since the codes are conveniently printed in 
plain sight, people would intuitively scan the QR Codes when they try to 
take pictures at runDisney.
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Timeline
Implementation

Stage “FA” (FL): 04/2019 - 07/2019
+ April 6th to 7th, 2019 (Spring Break): 2 appearances by DCappella group at Disney 
Springs in Florida
+ Early April to early July 2019: Heavily promote reaction video on social media
+ Early May 2019: Announce that there will be another surprise visit by DCappella group 
at Disney Springs sometime in June or July
+ July 6th, 2019 (Independence Day Weekend): DCappella group returns for surprise 
performance at Disney Springs 
+ Rest of July 2019: Heavily promote 2nd surprise visit by DCappella group on social 
media

Stage “MI” (NY): 08/2019 - 11/2019
+ August 9th, 2019: Families tend to do most of their vacationing over summer break. Set 
up inflatable models at JFK International Airport and ensure that they do not interfere with 
the airport flight information systems
+ August to November 2019: Heavily promote activity on social media throughout entire 
stage
+ November 30th, 2019 (After Thanksgiving): Take down models and prepare for the 
next stage

Stage “LY” (CA): 12/2019 - 03/2020
+ Early December 2019 to early March 2020: Regional advertising for runDisney 
throughout the greater Los Angeles area
+ March 25th to 27th, 2020: Setup for runDisney Expo and get supplies and equipment 
ready for the run 
+ March 27th, 2020: Expo for runDisney where participants receive their racing packets
+ March 28th and 29th, 2020: Two-day runDisney event at Disneyland Resort in 
Anaheim
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Budget of
“FA.MI.LY.”

Stage “FA” (FL) = $303,000
+ DCappella Group  = $2,500 for each of 3 appearances
+ Rental space for large Amazon Echo in Disney Springs = $10,000/month
+ Disney Production Team = $3,000 for each appearance
+ Building cost of the Echo model = $30,000
+ Social media promotions = $35,000
+ Cost of partnership with Amazon = $181,500

Stage “MI” (NY) = $332,000
+ Inflatable helium replicas of Disney’s Up house = $25,000
+ Inflatable helium replicas of Moana Starlight Canoe = $25,000
+ Large balloons = $15,000
+ Print out Apple Music QR Codes at bottom of the helium replicas = $6,000
+ Rental space at JFK International Airport = $30,000/month
+ Social media promotions = $35,000
+ Apple Music and American Airlines partnerships = $106,000

Stage “LY” (CA) = $365,000
+ runDisney’s supplies, equipment, awards, and closed streets = $135,000
+ Rent out Convention Center from Friday to Saturday = $25,000
+ Pay for artists performances and Disney characters = $20,000
+ Social media promotions = $35,000
+ Spotify partnership $150,000

Total = $1,000,000
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#HearHappiness

Conclusion of
“FA.MI.LY.”

Through our campaign, we hope that we would bring families closer together by 
educating kids and tweens about the priceless value of family, and showing parents 
how to create an environment where their offsprings can happily grow.

The Disney Hits playlist can become a new way for families across the nation to share 
and enjoy special moments with their loved ones. The messages of the three stages, 
and the PR stunts, in our campaign would provide great exposure to the Disney Hits 
playlist, which would increase subscribers and listening time. “Disney Hits” would 
become a household name that would positively impact many generations to come; 
since, the magic of the Disney Hits playlist would sing a new meaning to the word 
“family.”

Ultimately, we should let music be in the background of happiness, and let our 
emotions and feelings be in the foreground of happiness. Or simply put, let Disney 
Hits be the backbone of happiness, and let the smiles and laughters that come from the 
moments that we spend with our family be the face of happiness. If we let that happen, 
then we would not just see happiness, but we would #HearHappiness.


